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Abstract: This paper discourses the problem of keyword extraction from talks, with the goal of utilizing these watchwords to recover
for each short conversation part, a little number of conceivably relatable reports, which can be prescribed to members, just-in-time. The
purpose of meetings is to facilitate direct communication between participants. Document plays an important role in meetings.
Documents contain facts that are currently discussed, but they are not necessarily at hand, the method known as keyword extraction
and grouping is overviewed which impulsively recommend the documents that are related to user’s current activities for an ongoing
discussion. In any case, even a short audio fragment contains a mixed bag of words, which are conceivably identified with a few topics;
also, utilizing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) framework slips errors in the output. Along these lines, it is hard to assumption
correctly the data needs of the discussion members. Firstly propose a calculation to remove decisive words from the yield of an ASR
framework (or a manual transcript for testing) to coordinate the potentially differing qualities of subjects and decrease ASR
commotion. At that point, make use of a technique that to make many implicit queries from the selected keywords which will in return
produce list of relevant documents. The scores demonstrate that our proposition moves forward over past systems that consider just
word recurrence or theme closeness, and speaks to a promising answer for a report recommender.
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1. Introduction
We all are surrounded by wealth of information which is
available in the form of databases, documents, or multimedia
resources. But even this availability, access to this is
conditioned by the availability of search engines. Users do
not start searching for the information because their current
activity does not allow them to do the search or they are not
aware that the related information is available. To solve this
problem just in time retrieval system is adopted, which
spontaneously recommend documents that are related to the
current users activities. When these activities are
conversational, for instance when users participate in a
meeting, their information needs can be modeled as implicit
queries which are constructed in the background from the
pronounced words, obtained through real-time automatic
speech recognition (ASR). These implicit queries are used to
retrieve and recommend documents from the web or local
repository [3]. The intent behind keyword extraction from
conversations is to provide a set of words which are ideal to
the semantic content of the conversation. Therefore the aim is
to find set of keywords, clustering of keywords and present
result of this query to users in the form of documents. Mainly
topic-based clustering is used to reduce the scope of
inclusion of ASR errors into the queries. The focus of this is
on formulating implicit queries to a just-in-time retrieval
system for use in meeting rooms. It is important that the
keyword set retains the diversity of topics from the
conversation. While the early keyword extraction methods
ignored topicality of conversation as they were based on
word frequencies, more recent methods have considered
topic modeling factors for keyword extraction, but without
specifically setting a topic diversity constraint, which is
important for naturally occurring conversations [1]. Consider
scenario of meeting where documents related to meeting

discussion are already informed to participants of meeting.
Due to some of the reasons participants does not have such
client time to search that contents on the internet or on any
other source of information. During meeting to find
information related to some point is very difficult without
interrupting the discussion. This problem occurs most of the
time in meeting. To fulfill the information needs of
participants some systems must be developed which will take
conversation as query and give related documents to that
without the direct interaction of participants to the system.

2. Related Works
Just-in-time retrieval systems have the potential to bring a
radical change in the process of query based information
retrieval. Such systems continuously monitor users activities
to detect information needs, and pro-actively retrieve relevant
information. To achieve this, the systems generally extract
implicit queries (not shown to users) from the words that are
written or spoken by users during their activities. In this
section, review existing just-in-time-retrieval systems and
methods used by them for query formulation. Also discuss
previous keyword extraction techniques from a transcript.
Human inter-actions with everyday productivity applications
(e.g. word processors, Web browsers, etc.) provide rich
contextual information that can be leveraged to support justin-time access to task-relevant information. As evidence for
claim, here present Watson a system which gathers
contextual information in the form of the text of the
document the user is manipulating in order to proactively
retrieve documents from distributed information repositories.
This system close by describing the results of several
experiments with Watson [11], which shows it consistently,
provides useful information to its users.
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 M. Habibi and A. Popescu-Belis, Enforcing topic
diversity in a document recommender for conversations
(2014): In this system, recommend set of rules for diverse
merging of those lists, using a sub modular praise
characteristic that rewards the topical similarity of files to the
verbal exchange phrases in addition to their diversity.
Comparing the proposed method through crowd sourcing.
The consequences show the prevalence of the various
merging technique over numerous others which no longer
enforce the range of topics.

to the participants of a conversation to fulfill their
information needs without distracting them. These lists are
retrieved periodically by submitting multiple implicit queries
derived from the pronounced words. Each query is related to
one of the topics identified in the conversation fragment
preceding the recommendation, and is submitted to a search
engine over the English Wikipedia. Here developed an
algorithm for diverse merging of these lists, using a sub
modular reward function that rewards the topical similarity of
documents to the conversation words as well a their diversity.

Drawback: when juxtaposed in an implicit query, these topics
may have noisy effects on the retrieval results.
 Popescu-Belis, E. Boertjes, J. Kilgour, P. Poller, S.
Castronovo, T. Wilson, A. Jaimes, and J. Carletta, The
AMIDA automatic content linking device Just-in-time
document retrieval in meetings (2008): It is a just- in-time
document retrieval system that constantly retrieves items
from a repository and displays them to a participant or to all
of them. The repository includes meeting related documents
together with selection from previous meetings of the group.
The device can be used online during a meeting, but also
offline, integrated in a meeting browser.

The benefit of diverse keyword extraction is that the
coverage of the main topics of the conversation fragment is
maximized. The future method for diverse keyword
extraction proceeds in three steps,
1)Used to represent the division of the abstract subject for
each word.
2)These topic models are used to determine weights for the
abstract topics in each conversation fragment represented
by
3)The keyword list W = {w1, w2……wk}. Which covers a
maximum number of the most important topics is preferred
by rewarding range, using a unique algorithm introduced in
this part.

A Speech-based Just-in-Time Retrieval System monitors an
ongoing conversation or a monologue and enriches it with
potentially related documents, including multimedia ones,
from local repositories or from the Internet. The documents
are found using keyword-based search or using a semantic
similarity measure [9] between documents and the words
obtained from automatic speech recognition. Results are
displayed in real time to meeting participants, or to users
watching a recorded lecture or conversation. Several methods
have been proposed to automatically extract keywords from a
text, and are applicable also to transcribed conversations.
The earliest techniques have used a new keyword extraction
algorithm that applies to a single document [8] without using
a corpus. Frequent terms are extracted first, and then a set of
co-occurrence between each term and the frequent terms, i.e.
occurrences in the same sentences, is generated. Cooccurrence distribution shows importance of a term in the
document as follows. If probability distribution of cooccurrence between the term and the frequent terms is biased
to a particular subset of frequent terms, then the term is likely
to be a keyword. Manual assignment high quality keywords is
expensive, time-consuming, and error prone. Therefore, most
algorithms and systems aimed to help people perform
automatic keywords extraction have been proposed.

 Automatic Keyword Extraction from Document Using
Conditional Random Field: Conditional Random Fields
(CRF) model is a state-of-the-art sequence labeling method,
which can use the features of documents more sufficiently
and effectively. At the same time, keywords extraction can be
considered as the string labeling. Many unsupervised
approaches. The AMI (DA) system is a meeting room speech
recognition system that has been developed and evaluated in
the context of the NIST Rich Text (RT) evaluations.
Recently, the Distant Access requirements of the AMIDA
project have necessitated that the system operate in real-time.
Another more difficult requirement is that the system fit into
a live meeting transcription scenario. The AMI system for
meeting room recognition is a combination of beam-forming,
divarication and ASR in real time .Document summarization
algorithms are most commonly evaluated according to the
intrinsic quality of the summaries they produce. An alternate
approach is to examine the extrinsic utility of a summary,
measured by the ability of the summary to aid a human in the
completion of a specific task. This uses topic identification as
a proxy for relevancy determination in the context of an
information retrieval task, and a summary is deemed effective
if it enables a user to determine the topical content of a
retrieved document.

 M. Habibi and A. Popescu-Belis, Diverse keyword
extraction from conversations(2013):
An improved
method for keyword extraction from conversations rewards
both word similarity-to extract the most representative words,
and word diversity-to cover several topics if necessary were
introduced. Inspired from summarization, the method
maximizes the coverage of topics; those are recognized
automatically in transcripts of conversation fragments. But it
was unable to retrieve documents. The present system
addresses the problem of building concise, diverse and
relevant lists of documents [2], which can be recommended

 An Overview of the Technique Used for Extracting
Keywords from Documents: In this paper, they focus on
one speech category the combined meeting domain. Meeting
speech is significantly different from written text and most
other speech data. For example, there are typically multiple
participants in a meeting, the discussion is not well
organized, and the speech is spontaneous and contains
disfluencies and ill-formed sentences. It is thus questionable
whether to adopt approaches that have been shown before to
perform well in written text for automatic keyword extraction
in meeting transcripts. This paper evaluates several different
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keyword extraction algorithms using the transcripts of the
ICSI meeting corpus.

of immense help throughout my project work. Working under
her was an extremely knowledgeable experience for me.

3. Exiting Techniques of Keyword Extraction
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